It’s time to cycle back to a report that was highlighted in a previous newsletter, but would be a valuable tool for triage intervention right now! Report #R000487 is called At-Risk Students (Absences, F’s, Infractions), but don’t let the title confuse you—it is not our state at-risk criteria. However, this report gives you the ability to determine which criteria you want to use to identify students in need. When you run the report, you can select the grading period (including progress reports), a minimum number of absences (includes both excused and unexcused), a minimum number of infractions and F’s. After making your selections, it creates a list of students who meet ALL of the criteria you selected.

Changing the dropdown in Step 2 to “Student Detail Reports”, you can view year-over-year attendance, discipline, student marks, scheduling, etc. However, you can dig into more specific areas of student info with a targeted detail report. To see the reports available, Select “Student Detail Reports” under Step 1 in the Wizard. In Step 2, select the same or select “Assessment History” to view all assessment results. These reports allow you to access all of a student’s historical assessment data. Take a look at the menu to the left. The STAAR End of Course Summary is a great report for high school students. For our EL population, check out the TELPAS history. To get a historical overview of all Istation testing for a particular student, the Istation History report is available.

Doing a Thorough Examination

Many times identification of a problem affecting a student’s academic progress requires you to dig deeper and complete a thorough examination. It may not be enough just to look at current grades, 2018 attendance, or YTD discipline infractions for a student. Seeing multi-year data can often help you get a full perspective and pinpoint a problem. There is a Student Detail Report (#R000232) which requires a few moments to run but pulls up ALL data on students. Convert to pdf for easier viewing. (It contains many pages, so print only those pages you really need!) However, you can dig into more specific areas of student info with a targeted detail report. To see the reports available, Select “Student Detail Reports” under Step 1 in the Wizard. In Step 2, select the same or select “Assessment History” to view all
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Monitoring Discipline Placements

There are a number of reports that can be extremely useful when monitoring your discipline placements (ISS, OSS, DAEP, JJAEP, etc.). For just a quick breakdown of placements year over year, Report #LR000067 is very handy. The report shows the current YTD counts and compares to the previous three years.

To see an overall breakdown by your subpopulations, try the custom report #LR000068 School—Discipline Placement by Ethnicity. District Users can use Report #LR000065. Take a look at the high school example displayed at the bottom of the page.

Just want to look at ISS or OSS? Try this one: Report #R000685 School—Date Range Suspensions by Infraction and Grade Level. This report is showing you a count of total suspension days, not specific incidents.

One caution: Be careful of a report like #R000121 School—YTD Suspension Days by Infraction and Grade Level. This report lets you compare the percent of placements to the percent of the population attending that campus.

Key TELPAS Reports

Compare growth in TELPAS with Report #R000998 School—TELPAS Scale and Proficiency Growth Student List. The report lets you select two years to compare TELPAS progress. If you want to look at an individual student to see their TELPAS history, you can go directly to the TELPAS History report for that student (#LR000036) in the Student Detail Reports section. That view gives you all their TELPAS results for every year tested including performance details.